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What is Research.What is Research.
 “Investigation or experimentation aimed at the“Investigation or experimentation aimed at the

discovery and interpretation of facts”.discovery and interpretation of facts”.
 “The systematic investigation into and study of“The systematic investigation into and study of

materials and sources in order to establish factsmaterials and sources in order to establish facts
and reach new conclusions”.and reach new conclusions”.

Research =  ReResearch =  Re –– SearchSearch –– Repeatedly searching.Repeatedly searching.
If you want to discover something not fathomableIf you want to discover something not fathomable
or not easily comprehend, you have to search it foror not easily comprehend, you have to search it for
repeatedly. That is the exact meaning of the wordrepeatedly. That is the exact meaning of the word
research.research.

The Purpose of ResearchThe Purpose of Research

 Research is a journey where we may discoverResearch is a journey where we may discover
what we anticipated through our investigation.what we anticipated through our investigation.

 We may have some hypothesis or imagination.We may have some hypothesis or imagination.

we try to find out that hypothesis as a reality.we try to find out that hypothesis as a reality.

We will try to say that it is not an imaginationWe will try to say that it is not an imagination
but it is a reality. That is a very purpose of abut it is a reality. That is a very purpose of a
research.research.

e.g. Satellitee.g. Satellite

The Purpose of ResearchThe Purpose of Research

 2001: A Space Odyssey

 Film

 2001: A Space Odyssey is a 1968 science fiction
film produced and directed by Stanley Kubrick.
The screenplay was co-written by Kubrick and
Arthur C. Clarke, and was partially inspired by
Clarke's short story "The Sentinel".

The Benefit of  ResearchThe Benefit of  Research

 Through research very important and veryThrough research very important and very
valuable things have been produced by wisevaluable things have been produced by wise
people in the world.people in the world.

 e.g. Electricity, Telephone, Radio, T.V.e.g. Electricity, Telephone, Radio, T.V.
AeroplaneAeroplane etc., supply us enormous benefit.etc., supply us enormous benefit.

 Not only that some medicine which wereNot only that some medicine which were
found by some medical researchers are veryfound by some medical researchers are very
useful for people.useful for people.

The Benefit of ResearchThe Benefit of Research
 On theoretical matters also more research haveOn theoretical matters also more research have

been done. In Buddhism various Buddhistbeen done. In Buddhism various Buddhist
teachers were engaged in research activities.teachers were engaged in research activities.
Therefore they were able to form philosophicalTherefore they were able to form philosophical
theories which were created philosophicaltheories which were created philosophical
traditions such astraditions such as SarvastivadaSarvastivada,,

SautrantikaSautrantika,, MadhyamakaMadhyamaka andand YogacaraYogacara. These. These
are four major philosophical traditions inare four major philosophical traditions in
Buddhism. These traditions were emergedBuddhism. These traditions were emerged

due to good research.due to good research.
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Buddhist ResearchBuddhist Research –– BeginningBeginning

 Beginning of Buddhist Research

 Buddhist Research has started with the 1st

Buddhist council. Since the Buddha’s
Parinibbana this was the first attempt to keep
the records of the Buddha’s teachings in
orderly form and divide into various categories
and assigned the groups of disciples to keep
and protect those parts given to them.

Buddhist ResearchBuddhist Research --BeginningBeginning

 Those who assigned to keep and protect thoseThose who assigned to keep and protect those
valuable parts of the teachings of the Buddha,valuable parts of the teachings of the Buddha,

 They have studied properly and have beenThey have studied properly and have been
brushed up to bring it into pristine purity formbrushed up to bring it into pristine purity form
and developed it avoiding the contradictoryand developed it avoiding the contradictory
nature. This was not an easy task and theirnature. This was not an easy task and their
deliberations have been very successful. Thesedeliberations have been very successful. These
divisions are remaining even today withoutdivisions are remaining even today without
changing after 2500 years.changing after 2500 years.

Some say 1Some say 1stst Council was notCouncil was not
conducted properlyconducted properly

 But RupertBut Rupert GethingGething in hisin his NumataNumata LectursLecturs inin
2008 said this2008 said this TipitakaTipitaka compilation was donecompilation was done
in a very unsystematic way. He used the wordsin a very unsystematic way. He used the words

 “inconsistency” “incoherence” to explain the“inconsistency” “incoherence” to explain the
unsystematic way the compilation has done inunsystematic way the compilation has done in
the 1the 1stst Buddhist Council. What our intention isBuddhist Council. What our intention is
to focus that the 1to focus that the 1stst Buddhist Council has doneBuddhist Council has done
much of research to compile the scriptures andmuch of research to compile the scriptures and
it has led the avenues for more futureit has led the avenues for more future

11stst Council was the beginning ofCouncil was the beginning of
Academic ResearchAcademic Research

 Research as well. One very important factor toResearch as well. One very important factor to
show the nature of research that they haveshow the nature of research that they have
followed  to compile thesefollowed  to compile these NikNikāāyaya volumes isvolumes is
that they did not followed the existing systemthat they did not followed the existing system

 Of nine divisions at that time such as:Of nine divisions at that time such as: SuttaSutta,,
GeyyaGeyya,, VeyyVeyyākaranaākarana,, GāthāGāthā,, UdānaUdāna,,
ItivuttakaItivuttaka,, JātakaJātaka,, AbbhutadhammaAbbhutadhamma,, VedallaVedalla

 This division of NineThis division of Nine AngasAngas are very obscuredare very obscured

Made arrangements forMade arrangements for
protection of Scripturesprotection of Scriptures

 That is the very reason they had to find out aThat is the very reason they had to find out a
system more appropriate to make divisions andsystem more appropriate to make divisions and
that has come as a result of a team research.that has come as a result of a team research.

 These divisions were handed over to someThese divisions were handed over to some
groups for protectiongroups for protection

 ..DighaDigha NikayaNikaya == AnanadaAnanada TheraThera

 MajjhimaMajjhima NikayaNikaya == SariputtaSariputta TheraThera

 SamyuttaSamyutta NikayaNikaya == MahakassapaMahakassapa TheraThera..

BhanakasBhanakas studied scripturesstudied scriptures

 AnguttaraAnguttara NikayaNikaya == AnuruddhaAnuruddha TheraThera..

 (DA.I.15).(DA.I.15).

 These were theThese were the BhBhāānakasnakas and while they wereand while they were
protecting they studied properly and didprotecting they studied properly and did
research works. How theseresearch works. How these BhanakasBhanakas studiedstudied
while they were reciting thesewhile they were reciting these tipitakatipitaka partsparts
given to them have been explained in the Earlygiven to them have been explained in the Early
History Buddhism in Ceylon byHistory Buddhism in Ceylon by
E.W.AdikaramE.W.Adikaram..
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Writing biography of the MasterWriting biography of the Master

 As from the beginning the whole teachings ofAs from the beginning the whole teachings of
the Buddha has divided into two:the Buddha has divided into two: DhammaDhamma andand
VinayaVinaya. When the. When the BhBhāānakasnakas engaged inengaged in
research on those matters ofresearch on those matters of DhammaDhamma andand
VinayaVinaya they wanted to collect the materials onthey wanted to collect the materials on
the Biographical nature of the Master. Whilethe Biographical nature of the Master. While
they were collecting the information withthey were collecting the information with
regard to the biography of the Buddha theyregard to the biography of the Buddha they
discovered two Main terms. One is “discovered two Main terms. One is “MahMahāā””
the other one is thethe other one is the

Discovery of Valuable termsDiscovery of Valuable terms

 ““BodhisattaBodhisatta” . The meaning of the term” . The meaning of the term MahMahāā
is “Great”  “Large” “Excellent” “Only one ofis “Great”  “Large” “Excellent” “Only one of
that kind”. They used this term “that kind”. They used this term “MahāMahā” in two” in two
ways . One refers to the Greatness as  similarways . One refers to the Greatness as  similar
to names such as:to names such as: MahākammaMahākamma VibhaṅgaVibhaṅga,,
MahāgosingaMahāgosinga,, MahāsuññataMahāsuññata,, MahānidānaMahānidāna..
The other one refers to the Buddha and theThe other one refers to the Buddha and the
Bodhisattva.Bodhisattva. Mahā’padāna,MahāpurisaMahā’padāna,Mahāpurisa
MahāsamanaMahāsamana,`,`

Wanted to write the Biography inWanted to write the Biography in
elaborated mannerelaborated manner

 MahMahā’bhinikkhamanaā’bhinikkhamana,, MahāparinibbānaMahāparinibbāna,,
 MahākaruMahākaruņāņā etc.,. Probably later on in thisetc.,. Probably later on in this

same sense the Termsame sense the Term MahāyānaMahāyāna has beenhas been
formed to give these two kinds of meanings:formed to give these two kinds of meanings:
Greatness and the Path to become a Buddha.Greatness and the Path to become a Buddha.

 In this manner faithful disciples wanted toIn this manner faithful disciples wanted to
write biography of the master and they wantedwrite biography of the master and they wanted
to write with more details with moreto write with more details with more
elaborations and more elegance.elaborations and more elegance.

Maha’padanaMaha’padana SuttaSutta

 The first attempt to compose a Biography ofThe first attempt to compose a Biography of
the  Master would have been thethe  Master would have been the MahMahā’padānaā’padāna
suttasutta. Rhys. Rhys DavidsDavids also agreed this is the firstalso agreed this is the first
of such kind“ in Buddhist literature its firstof such kind“ in Buddhist literature its first
appearance is in documents of the date of ourappearance is in documents of the date of our

 SuttantaSuttanta.” (Introduction to the.” (Introduction to the MahapadanaMahapadana
SuttaSutta-- Dialogues of theDialogues of the Buddha.IIBuddha.II))

 To form the biography of the Buddha someTo form the biography of the Buddha some
facts have been brought from otherfacts have been brought from other NikāyaNikāya

Using information in theUsing information in the
MajjhimaMajjhima NikNikāāyaya

 Volumes specially fromVolumes specially from MajjhimaMajjhima NikNikāāyaya..
AriyapariyesanaAriyapariyesana SuttaSutta (M.I.26(M.I.26 SuttaSutta) explains) explains
the Siddhartha Bodhisattva’s vision of the life.the Siddhartha Bodhisattva’s vision of the life.

 That was:  every human being is sufferingThat was:  every human being is suffering
from four major predicament of life, such as:from four major predicament of life, such as:
JJātiāti (Birth),(Birth), JarāJarā (Decaying),(Decaying), byādhibyādhi (Sickness),(Sickness),

 MaraMaraņņa (death). When he realized these truea (death). When he realized these true
factors of life he disgusted about the lifefactors of life he disgusted about the life

Bodhisattva saw four preBodhisattva saw four pre--singssings

 And he wanted to get away from home toAnd he wanted to get away from home to
homeless life and to become a hermit. This ishomeless life and to become a hermit. This is
of course the seen of the real nature of lifeof course the seen of the real nature of life
through wisdom. This is not easily understoodthrough wisdom. This is not easily understood
by everybody. For that in theby everybody. For that in the MahpadanaMahpadana SuttaSutta
a very nice story has been written with regarda very nice story has been written with regard
to theto the VipassiVipassi bodhisttva’sbodhisttva’s vision of life. Andvision of life. And
written when thewritten when the VipassiVipassi Bodhisattva wasBodhisattva was
going to the park he saw an old man, sick man,going to the park he saw an old man, sick man,
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RenunciationRenunciation

 Dead body and a monk. The remarkableDead body and a monk. The remarkable
feature was thefeature was the VipassiVipassi Bodhisattva has notBodhisattva has not
seen them earlier. Ultimately when discussedseen them earlier. Ultimately when discussed
with the  charioteer that he came to knowwith the  charioteer that he came to know
about the life and disgusted about the life. Thatabout the life and disgusted about the life. That
was the way the Bodhisattvawas the way the Bodhisattva VipassiVipassi disgusteddisgusted
about the life and engaged in renunciation.about the life and engaged in renunciation.

 Not only that in theNot only that in the SuttaSutta mentions how thementions how the

 the Bodhisattva’s conception took place andthe Bodhisattva’s conception took place and

Special qualities of theSpecial qualities of the
BodhisattvaBodhisattva

 how the bodhisattva spend the time in thehow the bodhisattva spend the time in the
mothers womb and finally was born. There aremothers womb and finally was born. There are
16 qualities mentioned,16 qualities mentioned, which are similarlywhich are similarly
occurring in the life of every bodhisattvaoccurring in the life of every bodhisattva. It. It
seems that after the qualities mentioned in theseems that after the qualities mentioned in the
DighaDigha NikayaNikaya those same qualities havethose same qualities have
mentioned as special wonderful qualities of thementioned as special wonderful qualities of the
Buddha in theBuddha in the MajjhimaMajjhima NikayaNikaya with somewith some
developments.developments.

AcchariyabbhutadhammaAcchariyabbhutadhamma

 AcchariyabbhutadhammaAcchariyabbhutadhamma SuttaSutta --123123 suttsutt ofof

 MajjhimaMajjhima NikayaNikaya (Discourse on Wonderful(Discourse on Wonderful
andand MarvellousMarvellous qualities) 19 qualitiesqualities) 19 qualities
mentioned. In that case one can suggestmentioned. In that case one can suggest
MajjhimaMajjhima NikayaNikaya collected the Biographicalcollected the Biographical
sketches of  Bodhisattva  andsketches of  Bodhisattva  and DighanikayaDighanikaya
using those Biographical sketches compiled ausing those Biographical sketches compiled a

 Biography of the Buddha.  But they followedBiography of the Buddha.  But they followed

Every Bodhisattva is the sameEvery Bodhisattva is the same

 A very interesting method to write theA very interesting method to write the
Biography of the Siddhartha Gautama BuddhaBiography of the Siddhartha Gautama Buddha

 That means mentions these incidents areThat means mentions these incidents are
common to all the Bodhisattvas and includecommon to all the Bodhisattvas and include
them in life ofthem in life of VipassiVipassi Bodhisattva and usedBodhisattva and used
the words “the words “DhammataDhammata EsaEsa” (This is the rule)” (This is the rule)
for all the Bodhisattvas. In that way Siddharthafor all the Bodhisattvas. In that way Siddhartha
Bodhisattva also get those qualities. Those areBodhisattva also get those qualities. Those are
the research they followed.the research they followed.

Buddhism followed muchBuddhism followed much
researchresearch

 Buddhism has followed much research fromBuddhism has followed much research from
the very beginning. In fact the Buddha was thethe very beginning. In fact the Buddha was the
primary researcher to find the Path ofprimary researcher to find the Path of
Freedom, (Freedom, (VimuttiVimutti MaggaMagga). Therefore). Therefore
Buddhism encourage to use research from theBuddhism encourage to use research from the
beginning. Thebeginning. The PaliPali word for Research isword for Research is

‘‘PariyesanaPariyesana’. Sanskrit ‘’. Sanskrit ‘ParyesanaParyesana’ English’ English
equivalent is given as “Search”. In Sinhala,equivalent is given as “Search”. In Sinhala,

Sri Lankan language, the word ‘Sri Lankan language, the word ‘ParyesanaParyesana’ is’ is

In BuddhismIn Buddhism-- PaliPali word forword for
ResearchResearch

 Used for academic research. Normally it isUsed for academic research. Normally it is
mentioned like ‘mentioned like ‘ParyesanaParyesana for Ph.D.’for Ph.D.’-- ‘M.A.‘M.A.
ParyesanaParyesana’’-- “He is engaged in a“He is engaged in a ParyesanaParyesana
these days.”these days.”

ThisThis PaliPali wordword PariyesanaPariyesana is mentioned in theis mentioned in the

MajjhimaMajjhima NikayaNikaya (Middle Length Saying) in(Middle Length Saying) in
the Discourse called “The Discourse of Noblethe Discourse called “The Discourse of Noble
Search” (Search” (AriyaAriya PariyesanaPariyesana SuttaSutta).). SuttaSutta No.26.No.26.
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Beauty of the ResearchBeauty of the Research
 As it with everything, with Research also has aAs it with everything, with Research also has a

beauty. This research will lead the researcherbeauty. This research will lead the researcher

to a unknown destination. In this travel ofto a unknown destination. In this travel of
research he will discover very valuable results,research he will discover very valuable results,

which he has never thought of. When theywhich he has never thought of. When they
discover these new theories it will lead them todiscover these new theories it will lead them to
enormous happiness. Some researchers will beenormous happiness. Some researchers will be
thrilled with those discoveries and behavethrilled with those discoveries and behave

abnormally. Example:abnormally. Example:-- Archimedes.Archimedes.

How to Proceed with a ResearchHow to Proceed with a Research

 Academic research are conducted to write aAcademic research are conducted to write a
Thesis or a Dissertation. Thesis is for M.A.Thesis or a Dissertation. Thesis is for M.A.
Degree orDegree or M.Phil.M.Phil. Degree. Dissertation is forDegree. Dissertation is for
Ph.D. Degree.Ph.D. Degree.

 One has to follow the University regulations toOne has to follow the University regulations to

proceed in this type of research work to obtainproceed in this type of research work to obtain
those degrees of M.A. orthose degrees of M.A. or M.Phil.M.Phil. -- Ph.D.Ph.D.

Application ProcedureApplication Procedure

 When you decide to do a research work for aWhen you decide to do a research work for a
degree you have to register in the necessarydegree you have to register in the necessary
Department. For that you have to get anDepartment. For that you have to get an
Application Form. Apart from your Name andApplication Form. Apart from your Name and

Address you have to mention  your preAddress you have to mention  your pre--
qualifications to show your eligibility to followqualifications to show your eligibility to follow
the particular researchthe particular research programmeprogramme. Then you. Then you

have to write your intended topic of research.have to write your intended topic of research.

Selecting Subject and the fieldSelecting Subject and the field

Topic is a Key factor of a research.Topic is a Key factor of a research.
In order to select the topic one must first chose theIn order to select the topic one must first chose the
subject for a research and select the field of thatsubject for a research and select the field of that
subject.subject.

He must undergo thorough study in his field  to selectHe must undergo thorough study in his field  to select
a topic.a topic.

When you thoroughly study your field of subject youWhen you thoroughly study your field of subject you
may come across, some problems, some of themay come across, some problems, some of the

places where necessary to clarify more for readers toplaces where necessary to clarify more for readers to
understand, some points need an analytical approach,understand, some points need an analytical approach,

Selecting a topicSelecting a topic

 Some points need more proofs.Some points need more proofs.

 Those problems or those points and thoseThose problems or those points and those
places will be the research topics.places will be the research topics.

 The topic should be precise one. The topicThe topic should be precise one. The topic
should indicate the clear idea of what is goingshould indicate the clear idea of what is going
on in that research.on in that research.

 In simple way “When read the topic the aim ofIn simple way “When read the topic the aim of
the research should be comprehended easily.”the research should be comprehended easily.”

Selecting a topicSelecting a topic

 There are two ways of selecting a topic.There are two ways of selecting a topic.

1. Selecting a topic with the consultation of the1. Selecting a topic with the consultation of the

supervisor.supervisor.

2. You as a researcher you can select the topic2. You as a researcher you can select the topic

according to your own wishes.according to your own wishes.

These both the ways have advantages andThese both the ways have advantages and
disadvantages both.disadvantages both.
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Formulating a TopicFormulating a Topic

 Must not select a wider topic. Must select aMust not select a wider topic. Must select a

limited topic.limited topic.

e.g.:e.g.:-- “Critical Evaluation of“Critical Evaluation of PaliPali SuttaSutta PiatakaPiataka””
-- Topic with a wider range.Topic with a wider range.

e.g.:e.g.:-- ““CrtiticalCrtitical Evaluation ofEvaluation of BrahmajalaBrahmajala SuttaSutta
ofof DighaDigha NikayaNikaya”” –– Topic with a  LimitedTopic with a  Limited
range.range.

Search for SourcesSearch for Sources
 In a research it is very important to find theIn a research it is very important to find the

Original sources. In Buddhist studies one mustOriginal sources. In Buddhist studies one must
find original sources and then secondaryfind original sources and then secondary
sources also should use for more information.sources also should use for more information.

 Sources are more important in a research. AllSources are more important in a research. All
the facts necessary to complete the researchthe facts necessary to complete the research
will be drawn from sources.will be drawn from sources.

 There are some topics difficult to find sources.There are some topics difficult to find sources.

e.g.:e.g.:-- “Whether the Buddha was blamed by“Whether the Buddha was blamed by
people, because mostly youngsters/ ordained”people, because mostly youngsters/ ordained”

Must pay the attention to the timeMust pay the attention to the time
frameframe

 When engage in a research it is important toWhen engage in a research it is important to
pay attention to the time factor.pay attention to the time factor.

There is a time limit for a Research.There is a time limit for a Research.
For M.A. with Research.For M.A. with Research. -- 2 years. (Max.3)2 years. (Max.3)
For Ph.D.For Ph.D. -- 3 years. (Max. 5 Years)3 years. (Max. 5 Years)

Therefore it is very important to start with moreTherefore it is very important to start with more
prepared means must finalized in stipulatedprepared means must finalized in stipulated

time.time.

Synopsis writingSynopsis writing

 When the candidate decides a Topic for aWhen the candidate decides a Topic for a
Research and obtained an application form, heResearch and obtained an application form, he
must handover the completed application  formmust handover the completed application  form
with a Synopsis.with a Synopsis.

 When candidate complete the application formWhen candidate complete the application form
he  must mention his/her present academiche  must mention his/her present academic
qualifications.qualifications.

 Mention for what is the  Degree that he isMention for what is the  Degree that he is
applying. For M.A. or Ph.D.applying. For M.A. or Ph.D.

What is a Synopsis?What is a Synopsis?
 It is a comprehensive summery of yourIt is a comprehensive summery of your

intended research project.intended research project.
 It should be not longer than 4It should be not longer than 4--5 pages.5 pages.
 Normally this synopsis have to handover withNormally this synopsis have to handover with

the application at the beginning of 1stthe application at the beginning of 1st
semester.semester.

 In some Universities when you submitIn some Universities when you submit
synopsis you must make a presentation alsosynopsis you must make a presentation also
at least 10at least 10--15 minutes at the end of 115 minutes at the end of 1stst

semester.semester.

What should be included in theWhat should be included in the
SynopsisSynopsis

 1. Title1. Title

 2. Introduction to the title2. Introduction to the title

 3. Importance of this research3. Importance of this research

 4. Literature review4. Literature review

5. Methodology5. Methodology

6. Breakdown of chapters6. Breakdown of chapters

7. Conclusion7. Conclusion

8. Bibliography8. Bibliography

9. Appendix9. Appendix
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What should be included in theWhat should be included in the
synopsissynopsis

1. Title1. Title

2. Introduction on the Title.2. Introduction on the Title.

3. The importance of this research and why  you3. The importance of this research and why  you
have selected this particular topic.have selected this particular topic.

4. If there are any research done on the same4. If there are any research done on the same
topic or on the line of this topic those thingstopic or on the line of this topic those things
must be mentioned and how you change yourmust be mentioned and how you change your
research from those works.research from those works.

WhastWhast should be included in theshould be included in the
SynopsisSynopsis

5. Methodology5. Methodology
How you are doing this research. After thoroughHow you are doing this research. After thorough
Study of originalStudy of original PaliPali sources and collectingsources and collecting

materials compare with sub commentarymaterials compare with sub commentary
details and so on.details and so on.

If it is a survey conducted in a particular areaIf it is a survey conducted in a particular area
How the data collection, with a questionnaireHow the data collection, with a questionnaire

and what are type of people you are going toand what are type of people you are going to
meet and so on.meet and so on.

What should be included in theWhat should be included in the
SynopsisSynopsis

6. Breakdown of chapters.6. Breakdown of chapters.

 Each chapter should be given a title of theEach chapter should be given a title of the
chapter and explain with two or threechapter and explain with two or three
sentences what are the matters you intended tosentences what are the matters you intended to
discuss in those chapters.discuss in those chapters.

7. Conclusion.7. Conclusion.

8. Bibliography.8. Bibliography.

9. Appendix9. Appendix

RegistrationRegistration

 Your application with the Synopsis ifYour application with the Synopsis if
approved by the Academic Board after reviewapproved by the Academic Board after review
the candidate will be virtually registered for thethe candidate will be virtually registered for the
Research Degree Program.Research Degree Program.

 Then the Supervisor will be appointed by theThen the Supervisor will be appointed by the
Academic Board.Academic Board.

 Now the candidate is engaged in the ResearchNow the candidate is engaged in the Research
according to the guidance given by theaccording to the guidance given by the
Supervisor.Supervisor.

Proceed in a ResearchProceed in a Research

 When the candidate engage in research workWhen the candidate engage in research work
he has to get an appointment to meet thehe has to get an appointment to meet the
supervisor.supervisor.

 You have to meet the supervisor regularly.You have to meet the supervisor regularly.

That means when the candidate finished subThat means when the candidate finished sub--
section of one chapter or a chapter. He mustsection of one chapter or a chapter. He must
hand over it to the supervisor for his advise.hand over it to the supervisor for his advise.

 If you have a student card you have to get hisIf you have a student card you have to get his
signature each time you meet him.signature each time you meet him.

Footnotes or endnotesFootnotes or endnotes

 When you write something you must writeWhen you write something you must write
foot notes or endnotes wherever necessary.foot notes or endnotes wherever necessary.

 If you are referring to a Books. There areIf you are referring to a Books. There are

two ways of giving reference.two ways of giving reference.

MLA type and APA Type.MLA type and APA Type.

1.1. Bhattacharya, N.N. Buddhism in the HistoryBhattacharya, N.N. Buddhism in the History
of Indian Ideas, Delhi.of Indian Ideas, Delhi. ManoharManohar. Print.. Print.
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Footnotes or Endnotes.Footnotes or Endnotes.
 Author’s surname first, then his first name,Author’s surname first, then his first name,

then the Title of the Book, Place of thethen the Title of the Book, Place of the
publication, Publisher and the year.publication, Publisher and the year.

 APA TypeAPA Type

 Bhattacharya, N.N. (1993). Buddhism in theBhattacharya, N.N. (1993). Buddhism in the
History of Indian Ideas. Delhi,History of Indian Ideas. Delhi, ManoharManohar..

Here the difference is the year of  PublicationHere the difference is the year of  Publication
comes just after the names and the place ofcomes just after the names and the place of
publication mentions in shorten form e.g. Newpublication mentions in shorten form e.g. New
York = NY.York = NY.

What are the components of theWhat are the components of the
ThesisThesis

 Title PageTitle Page

 DeclarationDeclaration

 DedicationDedication

 AcknowledgementAcknowledgement

 ContentContent

 AbstractAbstract

 11stst ChapterChapter –– IntroductionIntroduction

 22ndnd ChaperChaper -- Literature SurveyLiterature Survey

What are the components of theWhat are the components of the
ThesisThesis

 33rdrd ChapterChapter –– Relevant to the ThesisRelevant to the Thesis

 44thth chapterchapter -- “         “   “     ““         “   “     “
 55thth ChapterChapter -- “         “    “    ““         “    “    “
 66thth ChapterChapter -- “         “    “    ““         “    “    “
 77thth ChapterChapter -- ConclusionConclusion

 88thth BibliograpyBibliograpy

 88thth IndexIndex

What are the components of theWhat are the components of the
ThesisThesis

 Title PageTitle Page
1. Must include the Title of the Thesis1. Must include the Title of the Thesis
2. Name of the candidate and the Registration2. Name of the candidate and the Registration

NumberNumber
3. For what Degree this submission is done.3. For what Degree this submission is done.
4. Name of the Supervisor4. Name of the Supervisor
5. Name of the University5. Name of the University

What are the components of theWhat are the components of the
ThesisThesis

 DeclarationDeclaration

Candidate and the supervisor both have toCandidate and the supervisor both have to
certify this Thesis is a research done by thecertify this Thesis is a research done by the
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